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Abstract: Modelling heat load is a crucial challenge for the proper management of heat production
and distribution. Several studies have tackled this issue at building and urban levels, however, the
current scale of interest is shifting to the district level due to the new paradigm of the smart system.
This study presents a stochastic procedure to model district heat load with a different number of
buildings aggregation. The proposed method is based on a superimposition approach by analysing
the seasonal component using a linear regression model on the outdoor temperature and the intra-
daily component through a bi-parametric distribution of different times of the day. Moreover, an
empirical relationship, that estimates the demand variation given the average demand together with
a user aggregation coefficient, is proposed. To assess the effectiveness of the proposed methodology,
the study of a group of residential users connected to the district heating system of Bozen-Bolzano is
carried out. In addition, an application on a three-day prevision shows the suitability of this approach.
The final purpose is to provide a flexible tool for district heat load characterisation and prevision
based on a sample of time series data and summary information about the buildings belonging to the
analysed district.

Keywords: daily pattern; district heating demand; heat load modelling; probability distribution;
seasonal linear regression; stochastic analysis; superimposition approach

1. Introduction

The efficiency of energy production, storage, and distribution, and the reduction in
electric and thermal consumption are the recurrent challenges of the 2000s [1] to decrease
greenhouse gas emissions and climate change issues [2]. District heating (DH, hereafter)
is an effective technology for optimising energy performance [3] not only in the heating
sector, but also in the entire energy system [4], due to the concept of interconnection and
flexibility proper of the smart energy systems [5,6]. Thus, research efforts are necessary
to support the growth of DH technology. In particular, heat load analysis is a current
demanding task, due to the crucial role it plays in several optimisation processes of both
production and distribution sides [7,8].

Over the last decade, the heat demand issue has been addressed at different spatial
scales on various types of consumers (residential buildings, schools, shops). Principally,
the energy load at the national and the regional scale has been extensively investigated [9],
as well at the buildings level [10]. Nevertheless, in the last years, the attention of the
technical and the scientific community about heat demand modelling is moving towards
the district scale [11]. The reason for the growth of this field mainly lies in the need to
provide information for both design and management of smart heating systems [12] with
the support of data provided by intelligent meters [13].

Despite the few applications at the district scale, Ma, Fang, Liu, and Zhou [11] pre-
sented a complete review of the modelling of district energy load, classifying the different
methods into two main groups: top-down and bottom-up.
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Focusing on heat demand modelling, only a few works that adopt the top-down
approach are available. Uihlein and Eder [14] determined the heat demand of residential
buildings for space heating using Energy Performance Indoor Environmental Quality
Retrofit [15] for analysing the impact of refurbishment activity on the district building
stock. Another work on diurnal and seasonal anthropogenic heating profiles, realised from
fuels and electricity consumption, is presented by Sailor and Lu [16].

More widespread are the bottom-up methods that can be classified into empirical
models, physical models, and statistical models; hereafter, the lists of the main contributions
are divided by type:

• Load index, e.g., [17], and hourly load apportionment ratio methods, e.g., [18], are
simple empirical models widely used to obtain rough results in the early stages of
planning and design;

• Physics-based models, instead, guarantee accurate heat load prediction, but with
a huge amount of data about buildings and environment, and high computational cost.
However, some simplification techniques, such as prototypical buildings methods,
e.g., [19] and sample methods, e.g., [20], allow the application at the district scale;

• On the other hand, the spread of smart meters installed supporting the intelligent
grids are able to provide high quality and frequency consumption data, enabling the
significant growth of data-driven methods. These methods offer several alternative
techniques for heat load modelling: regression-based models (e.g., multivariate linear
regression model [21] and conditional demand analysis [22]), time series models
(e.g., time-domain approaches such as ARX [23] and ARIMAX [24], and frequency
domain approaches such as Klaman filter [25] and Fourier series [26]), intelligent
models (e.g., artificial neural networks [27], support vector machines [28], and feature
fusion LSTM [29]), and hybrid statistical models [30].

Nevertheless, although data-driven models are promising, especially in terms of their
usability on the district scale, they have two main drawbacks: low flexibility due to their
high specificity and a large amount of data needed for their implementation. To close these
research gaps, the aim of the authors is to develop a new methodology based on a few
easy-to-find parameters, which is a good compromise between simplicity of application
and accuracy of results for the heat load modelling at varying aggregation scales. Thus,
this study introduces a flexible stochastic method for heat load modelling with a variable
number of users aggregation focusing on the district scale. To limit the number of data
needed, the proposed model is based on two levels of data: detailed smart meters data
on a sample of users and summary information about the entire analysed district. The
accuracy and frequency of the former data are used to set up the model, while the latter is
used to perform the prediction at the district scale. In practice, the proposed data-driven
procedure relies on a sample of single-user time series to provide information about their
aggregation. These two levels of data approach enable us to decrease the amount of data
needed during the modelling, and increase the applicability at the district scale. For the
sake of clarity, the heat load is defined in this study as the heat demand over time; where the
heat demand is the thermal power delivered by the DH to end-users through the heating
substations. Specifically, the heat load is analysed focusing on the residential consumption
during the heating season.

Thus, this model consists of an innovative superimposition approach by modelling
separately the seasonal and intra-daily behaviour of the residential heating load. Specifi-
cally, the procedure applies to a group of dwellings with a homogeneous heat load pattern
resulting from a comparable heating system and schedule. Firstly, we propose a probability
distribution effective to describe the demand for each time of the day. Secondly, the rela-
tionship between the outside temperature and the daily average heat demand is deemed
for studying the seasonality of the heat demand. Thirdly, an aggregation relationship of the
DH consumers enables us to estimate the variation coefficient of the heat load pattern given
the average heat demand during the day. Thus, the study provides a feasible stochastic
methodology, which is based on a sample of accurate time series data provided by smart
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meter devices, for predicting the heat load of residential buildings at the district level
(from a single to a district of jointly owned buildings) given the typology of the heating
control system, the average energy performance of the building stocks (annual demand
per metre squared) and the total heating surface. The stochastic character of this method
allows us to overcome the limits of the deterministic models, providing information not
only on the predicted values, but also on its uncertainty that is needed both for DH design,
enabling to properly verify the operational conditions, and for the DH managing, provid-
ing crucial information about critical conditions [31]. A sample of residential users of the
DH of Bozen-Bolzano is selected to assess the effectiveness of the presented procedure on
a specific test case.

This proposed procedure comes from a comparison between the modelling of the
heat demand [32] and the demand for drinking water [33]. The main difference lies
in the significant dependence of the heat load on climatic factors in relation to water
request, which is only marginally affected by it. In summary, the main breakthrough of the
proposed model relies on the developed relationship between the first and the second-order
moments of the intra-daily pattern together with a user aggregation measure for increasing
the flexibility of the procedure. The most suitable aggregation parameters are identified as
the building energy performance, together with the heating surface of the buildings.

The model developed, which is applied hereafter to a specific dataset, should be tested
on other test cases, to enrich its parameters and enhance the relationship more generally.

2. Methods

In the proposed approach, the heat load pattern has been modelled as a superimposi-
tion of two different trends: the seasonal heat load pattern (ws), and the cyclic daily heat
load pattern (wd). Due to the significant different behaviour between energy-renovated and
non-energy-renovated buildings, the two trends are separately analysed for each group of
homogeneous buildings.

Thus, the heat load Wd,n, which corresponds to the thermal power demand at the n
time of the day d of the selected period, is represented as follows:

Wd,n = W ws wd, (1)

where W represents the annual average thermal power defined as W = ∑D
d=1 ∑N

n=1
Wd,n
N D , D

represents the total number of days in the selected period of one year, and N is the total
number of intervals during a day. Wd,n can be viewed as a matrix consisting as follows: W1,1 · · · W1,N

...
. . .

...
WD,1 · · · WD,N

,

where each row represents the heat demand at different times of a single day, while along
columns there are the values of the same time of different days.

It is noteworthy to specify that the heat load concerns the space heating and the hot
water demand. The first component depends on human behaviour and the heating control
system, and it is highly correlated to the outside temperature. On the contrary, the second
component regards, in essence, mainly human habits and by the presence or absence of
a buffer storage.

Specifically, the two trends were, respectively, made dimensionless according to the
following equations. The seasonal heat load pattern read as:

ws = D
N

∑
n=1

Wd,n

∑D
d=1 Wd,n

. (2)
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By defining the daily average thermal power as Wd = ∑N
n=1 Wd,n/N, Equation (2) can

be rewritten as follows:
ws =

Wd

W
. (3)

Instead, the daily heat load pattern is defined through:

wd = N
Wd,n

∑N
n=1 Wd,n

=
Wd,n

Wd
. (4)

According to [34], the seasonal component (ws) was studied with the linear regression
model for analysing the dependence between the seasonal heat load and the daily outside
temperature. On the other side, the daily cyclic pattern (wd), assumed as a stationary
stochastic process, was analysed with a dedicated distribution function for each time
interval. In fact, in stochastic phenomena that have a daily periodicity, such as the intra-
daily heat demand behaviour, the statistic moments are time dependent. They assume
recurrent shapes according to the time of the day [33].

The suitability of bi-parametric models in describing the heat load demand was
analysed, and empirical relations to estimate the required parameters were proposed.
These distributions are described by two parameters that are usually estimated using the
method of moments, also used in this study.

2.1. Seasonal Dependence Modelling between Heat Demand and Outside Temperature

The seasonal heat load pattern (ws) has been modelled through the dependence
analysis with weather conditions, which are one of the most relevant factors influencing
the seasonal heat demand analysis [35] of residential buildings. In particular, the outside
temperature is the most important driver for an accurate daily average heat load prediction,
as demonstrated in various scientific contributions (e.g., [36]).

Several methods have been proposed for modelling this relationship, such as multi
regression models [37], autoregressive and moving average models [38], copula-based
models [39,40], and machine learning techniques including neural network and support
vector machine [41].

Among the different methodologies, the linear regression model [42] has been used
for modelling the dependence between the seasonal heat load pattern (ws) and the average
daily outdoor temperature (T) due to the linear behaviour of this relationship and the
reliability and re-applicability of this method.

2.2. Seasonal Dependence Modelling between Heat Demand and Outside Temperature

The randomness of the daily heat load pattern (wd) has been taken into account by
means of probability distributions, which present a continuous positive random variable
( wd : Ω→ R+ ). More precisely, three of the most used distributions in engineering appli-
cation, Gumbel, Log-Normal, and Log-Logistic, have been considered for studying every
time interval of the day.

The Gumbel distribution [43] was successfully used in hydraulic and hydrologic ap-
plications [44] to model extreme events when the underlying outcome of the phenomenon
follows an exponential distribution. The probability density function (pdf) in Equation (5)
depends on two parameters, α and b, with α = σ

√
6/π and b = µ− neσ

√
6/π, where ne

is the Euler constant, µ is the sample mean, and σ is the sample standard deviation of the
random variable.

f G(x) =
1
α

exp
[
− x− b

α
− e−

x−b
α

]
. (5)
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The Log-Normal distribution, which is widely used in engineering applications,
e.g., [45], presents the following pdf:

f LN(x) =
1

xσln (x)
√

2π
exp

−1
2

[
ln(x)− µln (x)

σln (x)

]2
. (6)

The third probability distribution is the Log-Logistic; it is very similar to Log-Normal
distribution, but it can be integrated into a closed form. For this propriety, the Log-
Logistic is often used in the theoretical literature, e.g., [46], and Equation (7) shows its
pdf. The Log-Logistic is characterized by the scale parameter α and by the shape pa-
rameter β, and defended solving the system consisting of equations µ = α

π/β
sin(π/β)

and

σ2 = α2
(

2b
sin(2b) −

b2

sin2(b)

)
with α > 0 and β > 2.

f LL(x) =
(β/α) (x/α)β−1

(1 + (x/α)β)2
. (7)

The two parameters of the above pdfs in Equations (5)–(7) are estimable from the
sample mean µ and standard deviation σ through the method of moments.

3. Case Study
3.1. Subsection District Heating System of Bozen-Bolzano

The proposed study aims to provide a methodology for district heating load charac-
terisation and prediction. The city of Bozen-Bolzano is used as a test case in order to apply
the procedure on a real system, as well as to demonstrate the suitability and the accuracy
of the forecasting results. Bozen-Bolzano is a small city of about one hundred thousand
inhabitants, located in the north-eastern part of Italy. It is in a basin surrounded by the
Alps at an altitude of 262 m above sea level. The weather is characterized by atypical
semi-continental conditions due to very cold winters and hot summers with respect to
Italian standards.

Currently, the DH partially provides the heating demand of Bozen-Bolzano, and it is
steadily expanding for supporting the municipality policy for decreasing greenhouse gas
emissions and climate change issues. This DH system consists of a distribution network
overall length 18 km, a storage with 220 MWh thermal capacity, about 200 heat exchanger
substations, and a production facility which consists of a waste-to-energy plant (32 MW),
two CHPs (each one 1.85 MW) and 6 gas feed backup boilers (43.5 MW). The system is
characterised by an intelligent distribution grid equipped with smart heat meters, which
are installed in each DH substation and are able to provide high frequency and accurate
resolution consumption data. Based on these data, it has been possible to develop and
validate the data-driven method presented in Section 2.

The whole procedure is flexible, and it may be applied to different case studies
concerning heat load analysis at different user aggregations, which range from a single
condominium to a district, which is the main goal of this work.

3.2. Dataset

This model needed the time series of a sample of users’ heat demand and meteoro-
logical data which have been provided by Alperia SpA (the district heating company of
Bozen-Bolzano) and the Province of Bozen-Bolzano, respectively.

The thermal consumptions data are delivered by the smart heat meters of Bozen-
Bolzano DH, which collect the average thermal power of each substation every 15 min.
A total of 36 users have been selected, concerning only the complete time series of residen-
tial buildings (see Figure 1a). In this study, a user is defined as one or more residential
buildings with homogeneous characteristics fed by one or more substations connected with
the DH. Two groups have been identified in Figure 1b: users of group 1 regard non-energy-
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renovated blocks, which are typical of the old public housings located in the city centre,
while users of group 2 are principally new generation and energy-renovated constructions
placed in a new residential area.
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user groups in (b).

The other time series required by the proposed method regards the outside tempera-
ture, which has been supplied by the weather station of S. Maurizio every 10 min. In order
to have a dataset with a uniform time step, the outside temperature has been aggregated to
15 min.

Hence, we have checked the dataset to avoid errors due to malfunctioning of the
meters, the data loggers, or the transmission system. To focus on the most challenging
period for DH, we selected the heating season, which starts on 15 October 2015 and ends
on 15 April 2016 [47].

Given the heterogeneousness of the selected dataset regarding different heat demand
users, it is possible to assert that the sample is significant for the thermal energy of residen-
tial users of Bozen-Bolzano during the heating season.

4. Calculation
4.1. Subsection

The selected users have been divided into two groups according to the shape of
their daily thermal load pattern (wd). Indeed, energy-efficient and non-energy-renovated
buildings differ not only for heat consumption per meter square, but also for the operation
setting of the housing heating systems. Figure 2a shows the main characteristics of each
group in terms of the heat load pattern during the day.

On one side, group 1 (Figure 2a—red line) is characterized by a night setback control
which leads to a null (or very low) heat load during the night, a sharp peak between
5:00 and 6:00 a.m. (due to the reheating of the entire secondary heating system) and
a final second lower spike that occurs at dinner time. This heat load behaviour is typical
of the home heating systems of old/non-energy-renovated buildings which consist of
high-temperature traditional radiators. The night setback control allows for saving energy.

On the other side, group 2 (Figure 2a—blue line) is the standard heat load behaviour
of the new/energy-renovated buildings featured by the home heating systems with low-
temperature radiant panels. The heat load pattern presents moderate differences due
to a continuous operation setting that maintain the temperature to a specific set point
throughout the entire day. The morning and evening smooth peaks correspond to the
increase in hot water requests (e.g., cooking, showering, etc.) and are not due to changes in
space heating demand.
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To assess the goodness of the user grouping, the selection has been validated by
Gadd [48] variance indexes: Ga, the annual relative daily variation in Equation (8), and Gw,
the annual relative seasonal variation in Equation (9), as follows:

Ga =

1
2 ∑N

n=1 ∑D
d=1

∣∣∣Wd,n − (∑N
n=1 Wd,n)

∣∣∣
∑N

n=1 ∑D
d=1 Wd,n

100, (8)

Gw =
12 ∑D

d=1

∣∣∣(∑N
n=1 Wd,n)− (∑N

n=1 ∑D
d=1 Wd,n)

∣∣∣
∑N

n=1 ∑D
d=1 Wd,n

100, (9)

where n is the time discretisation interval of a day fixed to 15 min. Figure 2b presents Gw
versus Ga for the selected users, highlighting that users within the same group are located
in the same area of the graph.

The intra-daily analysis, as mentioned in Section 2, relies on the global stationary
trends’ assumption of the daily heat load patterns (wd) during the heating season, that
have been checked as follows. First, the time series do not present trends due to their
unidimensional nature (daily mean equal to one). Second, the recursive daily seasonal
component can be regarded as a stable seasonal pattern in agreement with the concept of
the cyclostationary process (a process with a periodic mean and a periodic autocorrelation
function). Third, the time series are also stationary in variance, which means homoscedas-
ticity of the residuals, checked by means of daily variance plots. For instance, Figure 3
presents the daily variance of users 4 and 23, which belong, respectively to groups 2 and
1, resulting stationary even if on different levels, due to the type of control system and
the number of aggregated apartments. As shown for the two users in Figure 3, which
are different for size and energy performance, the same stationary behaviour of the daily
variance is found in all other users of the analysed sample.

Indeed, the non-energy-renovated users (group 1) are characterised by a greater intra-
daily variability than energy-efficient users (group 2). This propriety regarding the daily
demand variation is also shown in Figure 2a and quantified by the annual relative daily
variation index Gw [48] (Figure 2b vertical axis). Finally, time series are tested through the
Dickey–Fuller test for unit root [49] rejecting the null hypothesis of non-stationarity for
each time series.
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4.2. Estimation of the Aggregation Relationship

With regard to the stochastic approach proposed, the two main required statistical
parameters are the mean (µ) and the coefficient of variation CV = σ/µ, which is a stan-
dardised measure of dispersion, of the daily heat load pattern (wd) for each time interval
of the day. The CV can be estimated in different ways; the first and most robust of which
is through an analysis of direct measurements. This option is feasible only when such
measurements are available with sufficient duration and quality. Unfortunately, in many
real-life applications, direct measurements are not always available. Furthermore, it is very
interesting to characterise these stochastic parameters with time series data available to the
infrastructure management companies on a sample of users. For this reason, in this study,
analysis of the dependence of these stochastic parameters on variables easily available to
the stakeholders has been performed.

The selected non-statistical parameter considered as the main driver for the estima-
tion of the first and second-order moments is the annual heat demand required by the
considered users or group of users. This value is usually easily obtained by the managing
company, as, for example, it is obtained by multiplying the energy class (Ec ) by the heating
surface (HS), as in Equation (10):

P = HS·Ec. (10)

The energy class represents the energy required in one year for heating in a dwelling
per unit of surface, measured in kWh/m2/year, while the heating surface is the nominal
area of the dwelling. These two values are easily obtainable: the heating surface is available
to municipalities for tax reasons, and the energy class is required for house energy rating.
However, other, more accurate ways of deriving P are allowed in this procedure, e.g., the
direct use of the yearly metered data.

To establish a proper relationship, which has to be able to catch the effect of different
users’ aggregation, the data set was enlarged with new time series of demand generated
by summing the time series of real users of the same groups. Thus, the new synthetic users
consist of the random aggregation of a variable number of real homogeneous users, mean-
ing buildings with the same heat demand behaviour. In this way, the method can handle
aggregation up to the district scale. Figure 4 represents the number of apartments for each
user belonging to group 1 and group 2, which consist of 28 real users and 15 aggregated
users (from ID 37 to 51), and 8 real users and 5 aggregated users (from ID 52 to 56), re-
spectively. The wide aggregation range considered, between some ten to over a thousand
apartments, allows us to obtain a flexible µ-CV relationship for Bozen-Bolzano.
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Figure 4. Bar chart of the number of apartments aggregated for each user.

Figure 5 presents the µ-CV plots for group 1 and 2, respectively. The circles represent
the values of the real and aggregated users coloured according to their annual heat load
demand (P). It is possible to notice that, for both groups, there is an inverse proportional
relationship between the first and second-order moments, e.g., [33]. This ratio varies
according to the parameter of the annual consumption; in particular, the greater this
parameter P in kWh/year, the more the values are flattened on the axes, and consequently
the corresponding function.
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On the basis of the relationship between µ and CV, and the P parameter of the real
data, Equation (11) has been derived. This equation displays the proposed relation through
a parametric hyperbola which considers three constants to be calibrated, a, b, and c, in
addition to the annual consumption P calculated using Equation (10).

CV =
5 × 105

µaP1.1 + b µ + c. (11)
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The a, b, and c parameters differ for the two considered groups, and their values are
reported in Table 1. The lines in Figure 5 show the results of Equation (11) for different
values of P both for groups 1 and 2, following well the behaviour of the real data (circles)
with similar aggregation parameters.

Table 1. The a, b, and c parameters for Equation (11).

a b c

Group 1 1 0.1 0.1
Group 2 1.5 0.05 0.15

4.3. Selection of the Distribution of Daily Pattern

The available dataset has the time series of the heat load of several users with
a temporal resolution of 15 min, so the day is divided into 96 intervals. Each time in-
terval has been considered as an independent phenomenon, which consists of a sample of
values regarding the monitored heating period. Thus, considering each user and aggre-
gation of users, for each time interval, the three distributions were fitted to the observed
heat load cumulated frequencies. Independent modelling of each time interval allows
us to properly calculate the confidence interval of the heat demand prevision that varies
throughout the day.

Figure 6 shows the comparison between the observed cumulated frequencies and the
theoretical cumulative distribution functions Log-Normal, Log-Logistic, and Gumbel for
three representative users at three different times of the day, which are interesting from an
engineering point of view.Energies 2021, 14, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 18 
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On the basis of the graphical results in Figure 6, all three distributions fit well the
observed data. However, the Gumbel distribution presents negative values at some times
of the day, especially during the night (see the first column of Figure 6 corresponding to
midnight). While the Log-Logistic and Log-Normal show the best fit during the night, also
avoiding negative value as probability function defined positive.

Thus, the goodness of the Log-Logistic, Log-Normal, and Gumbel is evaluated by
means of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) [50] test for all users. Indeed, KS considers the
maximum drift between the observed and theoretical distribution as a goodness-of-fit
measure. The KS test is applied on 96 times of the day for each of the 56 users, leading
to 58% of rejection of the null hypothesis (defined as the reference pdf is equal to the
empirical pdf) for Log-Logistic distribution, 62% of rejection for Log-Normal distribution,
and 67% for Gumbel, with the level of significance set at 0.01. The results indicate that the
Log-Logistic probability distribution has the best fit on the selected dataset.

The mediocre results obtained with the KS test are due to the use of the method
of moments, which is less accurate compared to other methods such as the maximum
likelihood method. However, the authors prefer the former method for this proposed
procedure to be able to set the model simply with the mean and the CV of the demand,
without needing a complete dataset.

4.4. Linear Regression of Seasonal Trend

After showing the differences between users of different groups on the basis of intra-
daily behaviour, we have analysed the seasonal heat load pattern (ws) separately. Despite
the expectations, the seasonal pattern of the two groups presents the same behaviour,
leading to the estimation of only one linear regression model suitable for all the analysed
users. Figure 7 shows the linear behaviour of the dependence between the seasonal
heat load pattern and the outdoor temperature, highlighting the similar trend of the
two user groups. It means, first, that ws is strongly correlated to outdoor temperature in
agreement with [51], and second, that ws, which is a dimensionless variable, is independent
of the buildings energy performance and the type of heating control systems. The later
outcome is particularly significant as it states that the dimensionless behaviour of the
daily heat demand of residential users during the heating season is uncorrelated with
building proprieties. Thus, this characteristic enables the use of a unique relationship for
estimating the seasonal component ws defined only with the daily outside temperature for
each type of users.
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We have fitted the linear regression model with the least-squares method, yielding the
Equation (12):

ws = 2.3− 0.1·T. (12)

The red lines in Figure 7a,b represent the estimated seasonal linear regression trend.
To check the proper linear regression modelling, the assumptions of this model have been
verified according to [52]. The mean of residuals is close to zero, and the variance can be
considered without any trend. The homoscedasticity of the residuals has been checked
with Figure 8a,c, which represent the residuals and standardized residuals versus the
fitted values. Then, the normality of the residuals has been verified through the Q-Q plot
in Figure 8b. Finally, the absence of correlation between the residuals and the predictor
variable has been tested with null Pearson’s correlation.
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5. Results and Discussion

In this section, we propose an application of the estimated model (in Section 4) for
providing a three-day heat load forecasting and the corresponding confidence boundaries
of two users of Bozen-Bolzano. User 51 has been selected for representing a district of group
1; it consists of about 1200 apartments (heating surface of 133× 103 m2) with the average
performance (Ec) of 129 kWh/m2/year. On the other side, user 56 represents a district
belonging in group 2, which is characterised by about 750 apartments (heating surface of
73× 103 m2) with Ec = 85 kWh/m2/year. These two users aim to represent the district
scale of different types of buildings due to their high number of apartments aggregated.

Consisting of a calculated model of seasonal and daily heat load components, and
the aggregation relationship for both the defined groups, based on a sample of users’
time series, the heat load prediction has examples collecting base information about the
selected district (such as the group, and the total annual heat demand (P)), and the daily
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temperature concerning the involved period. Thus, the forecasting has been performed over
three days which range between 9 December 2016 and 11 December 2016. First, the daily
average heat load has been calculated, given the outdoor temperature through the linear
regression model, which is applicable to both groups, and the annual average demand
(W). Figure 9a,b presents the daily average heat load of the two districts, highlighting the
similar behaviour between users of different groups.
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Figure 9. District heat load forecasting of users 51 and 56 belonging to group 1 and 2, respectively. (a,c,e) concerns user 51,
while (b,d,f) user 56. (a,b) show the plot of the seasonal component, (c,d) indicate the intra-daily patterns of the heating
season with the mean and boundaries (5th and 95th percentiles, respectively), and (e,f) describe the final heat load prediction
of three days.

Second, knowing the mean daily pattern of the selected users, the aggregation relation-
ship allows us to calculate the corresponding CV for each time of the day. Therefore, the
intra-daily component has been defined through the Log-Logistic probability distribution
that provides the confidence interval of the heat demand prevision. Figure 9c,d indicates
the intra-daily patterns of 2016 compared with confidence boundaries set to the 5th and
95th percentiles and the mean pattern. It is worthy to note the different behaviour between
the two users due to the different heating control systems, as described in Section 4.1.

Finally, Figure 9e,f shows the final three-day heat load prevision merging the seasonal
and intra-daily components. The heat load predicted is very close to the measured data
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and is entirely contained between the two boundaries in both applications. However, the
measured heat load of user 56 in Figure 9e shows unpredictable oscillation, which can be
imputable mainly to the stochastic behaviour of the hot water demand.

These two previsions of heat load at the district level underline the advantages of the
proposed methodology that lies in the flexibility of parameter estimation for a different
users’ aggregation, the easy setting of the superimposition model on base users’ informa-
tion, and the accuracy of the final results. In addition, the upper and lower boundaries give
crucial information on the probability that the predicted values are included in a defined
confidence interval, 5th and 95th percentiles in Figure 9c,d, respectively. It is worth noting
that good performances are achieved even for heat demand peaks, well-known times of
the day in which the demand is difficult to model and predict.

6. Conclusions

We analysed the heat load behaviour of residential users connected to district heating
during the heating season, adopting a data-driven approach based superimposition pro-
cedure. The final aim of the presented methodology is to provide a flexible heat demand
modelling, applicable at the district level for heat load characterisation and forecasting. The
analysis at the district scale has recently become a fundamental topic due to the necessity of
supporting the smart energy grids, which are crucial for future sustainable energy systems.
However, the well-developed methods at building and urban scale are not adaptable to
the new purpose due to the excessive data needed and the poor accuracy, respectively.
Therefore, this study seeks to bridge the gap in heat load forecasting at the district level
through an ad hoc stochastic method.

More precisely, the proposed procedure follows a superimposition approach by char-
acterising the seasonal and the intra-daily heat load behaviour separately. The seasonal
component was modelled by studying the relationship between the daily average heat
demand and the corresponding outside temperature using a linear regression model. On
the other side, the daily component was analysed with bi-parametric distributions for each
time of the day. The use of distribution probability functions provides information not only
on the prevision, but also on the confidence intervals of the heat demand during the day.

A preliminary initial operation was necessary for investigating the different types of
daily patterns presented in the dataset, and so the users were divided into homogenous
groups according to their shape load pattern. The similar behaviour of the users belonging
to different groups has consented to model each group separately, and thus to ensure more
accurate results.

In addition, the variability of the intra-daily pattern was calculated through a proper
relationship that links the coefficient of variation with the mean of the demand during
the day. This formula allows to directly provide the second-order moment given the
mean value and an aggregation parameter (annual heat demand), for the intra-daily
component analysis.

After configuring the model with high-quality smart meter data of a sample of users,
the forecasting procedure was applied on a group of monitored buildings to perform
a district heat prevision over three days, but also to check the accuracy of the method
on real measured consumption data. Despite this application, necessary for proving
the accuracy of the model, the main advantages of the proposed methodology lie in the
possibility of setting up the model on a sample of metered users, and then to perform the
forecasting at the district level on the basis of a few standard details about the users of the
investigated area, e.g., the type of heat control system and the annual heat demand.

The findings of this study have a doubly useful implication for supporting district
heating. On one hand, the three-day previsions are crucial from an operational point of
view, such as optimisation of the heat production schedule and improvement of the heat
distribution management. On the other hand, the proposed procedure could be coupled
with a weather model for performing long term forecasting. This type of prevision is critical
for the proper planning, design, and revamping of district heating grids.
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This approach may be further developed, adding a new component to the presented
procedure to take into account other effects of the heat demand, such as vacation days.
Additionally, an extension of the presented method may be considered regarding the
non-heating season demand, which means regarding only for hot water purposes. Finally,
a generalisation of the proposed methodology would be welcome by applying it to data
sets collected in cities at different latitudes.
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Nomenclature

Nomenclature Units Definition
d day day of the selected period
D (-) total number of the day of the selected period
Ec kWh/m2/year annual heat demand per unit of heating surface
Ga (-) annual relative daily variation index
Gw (-) annual relative seasonal variation index
HS m2 heating surface
n (-) quarter-hour time interval of a day
N (-) total number of the daily time step
P kWh/year total annual heat demand
T ◦C mean daily outdoor temperature
wd (-) daily heat load pattern
ws (-) seasonal heat load pattern
Wd,n kW thermal power demand
W kW annual average thermal power demand
Wd kW daily average thermal power demand
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